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ABSTRACT 

 
Revealing of interlanguage caseson English Folktales in English Reading 
Texts in Internet Blogs. 
 

Learning English becomes more and more important nowadays 
since we know that English is one of the international languages which can be 
used to communicate around the world. In Indonesia, English is learnt as           
a foreign language. Learning a different language is sometimes difficult since 
the target language has different elements compared to the native language. 
These differences sometimes cause Indonesian to employ interlanguage when 
using it. This final project primarily deals with Revealing of 
Interlanguagecaseson English Folktales in English Reading Texts in Internet 
Blogs.              It describes the Interlanguage cases on English reading texts 
made by the Indonesian blogger.I use the qualitative-descriptive approach of 
which the data were obtained from the blog writer, writingtext in the English 
book junior high school or BSE (BukusekolahElektronik ). These writings were 
then analyzed. The interlanguage cases were classified into five groups. They 
were in syntax aspects, lexical aspects, Morphological aspects, verb aspects, 
sociolinguistic element. 

From the result in chapter IV I can conclude that the Indonesian 
bloggers made interlanguage onsyntax aspects, lexical aspects, Morphological 
aspects, verb aspects, sociolinguistic elements. From the result I can conclude 
that the possible causes of interlanguage are overgeneralization, and 
interference. It is suggested that the Indonesian blogger need more practices 
dealing with verb forms since they were the basic knowledge needed for telling 
their past experiences. 
 
Key word: Interlanguage, Second Language Equation,Error Analysis, English 

writing.  
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